Revisiting the Organic Act: Can It Meet the Next
Century’s Conservation Challenges?
Robert B. Keiter
Written into law in 1916, the act that created the National Park Service, known as the
Organic Act, has ever since served as the Magna Carta for our national park system. The language of the Organic Act defines the national park mission in well-known terms: “to conserve the scenery and the natural and historic objects and the wild life therein, and to provide for the enjoyment of the same in such manner … as will leave them unimpaired for the
enjoyment of future generations.” To achieve this mission, the act directs the National Park
Service to “promote and regulate” the parks, establishes a visitor-focused planning process,
and enlists the Park Service in identifying areas of “national significance” as potential new
parks.1 The agency has fully embraced these responsibilities, even as internal and external
debates have swirled as to whether the act contains a fundamental contradiction and how its
strictures apply in particular situations.
Since the Organic Act was adopted, however, the national park system and the world
around it have undeniably changed. Where the system originally numbered 31 national park
and monument units in 1916, it today boasts 397 units sporting an array of quite different
designations that stretch across 49 states and several territories. Since the system’s inception,
the nation’s population has more than tripled, becoming much more urban, diverse, and
removed from nature. A century ago the automobile was just gaining a foothold in American
society; it is now ubiquitous across the nation and within the parks. And where most national parks were originally surrounded by undeveloped land, these lands are today under
intense development pressures, whether in the form of industrial activity on adjacent public
and private lands or subdivision proposals on nearby private lands. Such matters as climate
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change, biodiversity conservation, and nature deficit disorder—unknown a century ago—
present critical environmental challenges in the present age.
Given these enormous changes and concerns, is it time to overhaul the Organic Act? Is
the act’s simple injunction to conserve unimpaired sufficient to meet tomorrow’s conservation challenges?2 Is the absence of references to modern resource management terminology—biodiversity conservation, integrated planning, ecological integrity, and the like—a fatal
flaw? Does the language of “national significance” correctly capture the essence of potential
new park units in an era of biological decline and climate change? And in the face of wellknown political realities, should the National Park Service be relocated outside the Department of the Interior? With the system’s centennial anniversary approaching, it is impossible
to ignore these fundamental questions. Is it time to change the law? And if so, then how—by
a total rewrite or by targeted amendments?
Understanding the Organic Act

The history surrounding adoption of the Organic Act suggests that Congress gave scant
attention to the key language defining the fundamental purpose of the national parks. Indeed, the congressional discussions involving the Organic Act proposal focused primarily
on the need for a new federal bureau to oversee the parks and its cost, with few references to
the mission of the proposed agency or the purpose of the parks. Supporters of the legislation, intent on bringing the diverse parks and monuments under the administration of a single agency, emphasized the economic value of the parks and the need to encourage Americans to visit them. To the extent that anyone at the various hearings spoke about the parks
themselves, they did so primarily in terms of their recreational, scenic, and educational value.
Though the proposed Organic Act language, initially drafted by Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr.,
evolved over the four years it took to pass the bill, the revisions made it ever more specific in
listing the various purposes of the parks. And despite repeated suggestions that the law contained a fundamental contradiction between conservation and public use, the historian Robin Winks—after exhaustively reviewing the records surrounding the Organic Act’s origins—
concluded that Congress intended conservation of park resources as the paramount mission
of the parks.3
Given its brevity and uniqueness, the Organic Act needed further explication, which
was soon forthcoming in the form of the seminal 1918 Lane Letter. Originally drafted by
Horace Albright, who was serving as Director Stephen Mather’s chief assistant, and signed
by Secretary of the Interior Franklin Lane, the document set forth three principles to guide
future management of the park system: (1) the parks “must be maintained in absolutely
unimpaired form” for present and future generations; (2) “they are set apart for the use,
observation, health, and pleasure of the people;” and (3) “the national interest must dictate
all decisions affecting public or private enterprise in the parks.” Elaborating on the first
point, the letter admonished: “Every activity of the Service is subordinate to the duties
imposed upon it to faithfully preserve the parks for posterity in essentially their natural
state.” But the Lane Letter did not stop there; it also provided much more specific guidance
for how the parks were to be managed. It expressly endorsed outdoor recreation in the parks,
the construction of new roads and other facilities, the presence of automobiles, the removal
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of inholdings, good relations with concessioners, and promotional collaboration with local
chambers of commerce, auto clubs, and the like. In short, the Lane Letter gave expression to
the national park idea and is widely regarded as an early authoritative interpretation of the
Organic Act’s provisions.4
Since then, Congress has engrafted amendments onto the Organic Act that affect the
park system as a whole and further clarify the Park Service’s mission. The General Authorities Act of 1970 expressed Congress’s view that the national park system was a single entity,
intentionally enjoining the Park Service from dividing the system into different categories—
natural, recreational, and historical—for management purposes.5 A 1976 amendment to the
General Authorities Act gave the Park Service a role in the new park creation process, directing the secretary of the interior “to investigate, study, and continually monitor the welfare of
areas whose resources exhibit qualities of national significance and which may have potential for inclusion in the National Park System.”6 The so-called Redwood Amendment of
1978 reaffirmed in powerful terms the congressional commitment to the Organic Act’s fundamental purpose, explicitly mandating that “the protection, management, and administration of these areas [national parks] shall be conducted in light of the high public value and
integrity of the National Park System and shall not be exercised in derogation of the values
and purposes for which these various areas have been established, except as may have been
or shall be directly and specifically provided by Congress.”7 The 1978 amendments also
revised the park planning process, establishing quite general standards for unit-based general management plans.8 And in the 1998 National Parks Omnibus Management Act, Congress
added “scientific research” to the Park Service’s mission, clearly acknowledging that science
must play a critical role in park planning and decision-making processes.9 Significantly, none
of the subsequent amendments have altered the Organic Act’s original mission statement.
Other related legislation has also shaped the system and its management. Two major
concession reform bills—one in 1965 and another as part of the 1998 legislation—revised
and then revised again how the Park Service deals with its concessioners, who have long
played an influential behind-the-scenes role in shaping park management policies.10 Over the
years, through a dizzying array of individual national park enabling acts, Congress has substantially changed the face of the national park system, primarily by adding new designations, such as national recreation areas, national seashores, national preserves, and national
parkways, each with its own unique priorities and management standards. In doing so,
Congress has indicated that the more specific enabling legislation takes priority over the
more general Organic Act strictures in the event of conflict between the two.11 And Congress
has adopted laws like the Mining in the Parks Act and the National Parks Air Tour Management Act to address specific resource management problems.12 Moreover, Congress has
adopted other important laws that apply to the national parks, including the National
Environmental Policy Act, Endangered Species Act, Wilderness Act, Wild and Scenic Rivers
Act, and Clean Air Act. These cross-cutting environmental laws have not only influenced
how the Park Service addresses its management responsibilities, but they can override inconsistent park management policies or decisions. While these laws have plainly expanded the
agency’s resource management obligations, none have either questioned or revised the Organic Act’s statement of purpose.
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For its part, the National Park Service has interpreted and given meaning to the Organic
Act language through its policies, programs, and initiatives. The agency’s Management Policies document not only explains how it interprets the Organic Act mandates, but also sets
forth explicit resource management requirements and other responsibilities. According to
the 2006 Management Policies, the Park Service “must leave park resources and values unimpaired,” a mandate that is construed to mean “when there is a conflict between conserving
resources and values and providing for the enjoyment of the visitor, conservation is to be predominant.” Even if management actions do not impair park resources, park officials are still
obligated to “conserve” them by minimizing or avoiding adverse impacts. Any proposed
action that “could lead to impairment of park resources or values” must be evaluated, in writing, by the appropriate official before it is approved.13 But the Management Policies document is not binding law, according to the influential District of Columbia Circuit Court of
Appeals, and thus could be revised to reinterpret the Organic Act’s mission statement.14 And
this is what almost occurred in 2006 when Bush administration officials sought to rewrite the
document to open the parks to more commercial and motorized recreational activities. Though
eventually derailed by strong opposition within and outside the Park Service, the rewrite
episode revealed that politically motivated officials were not averse to revising the agency’s
priorities and that an array of forces stood ready to defend the agency’s view of its statutory
obligations.15
In fact, the Park Service’s own interpretation of its Organic Act responsibilities has
changed over the years. Perhaps the most stunning—and controversial—change occurred
during the 1960s when, without any congressional modification of its statutory duties,
agency officials reversed course in the aftermath of the Leopold Report and adopted a new,
less-intrusive natural resource management policy to achieve its conservation obligations.
Park managers were instructed to allow nature to take its own course in the parks, which
meant intervening sparingly to control wildlife population numbers, allowing most wildfires
to burn rather than suppressing them, and halting the practice of feeding bears and other animals.16 Although questioned at the time (and ever since),17 the policy change has endured,
reflecting an evolved agency interpretation of the Organic Act’s “conserve unimpaired” mandate. In the future, however, any such dramatic change in interpretation of the organic legislation will likely require a detailed explanation of why the agency is altering its view of its
statutory responsibilities if it is to withstand judicial scrutiny.18
The courts, when called upon to interpret the Organic Act language, have consistently
found that resource conservation takes priority over public enjoyment or other interests. In
National Rifle Association v. Potter, a case that sustained the Park Service’s prohibition on
hunting, the court held: “In the Organic Act, Congress speaks of but a single purpose, namely, conservation.”19 Later judicial decisions have reached the same conclusion, sustaining
agency regulations that limit trapping, mountain biking, fishing, and whitewater rafting in the
parks.20 In doing so, the courts have generally deferred to the agency’s regulatory restrictions,
granting park officials considerable authority to ensure conservation takes priority over
recreation and other park uses. But when confronted with Park Service decisions that seem
to put park resources at risk, the courts have not hesitated to invoke the Organic Act’s “nonimpairment” standard to enjoin threatening activities, as a federal court did when CanyonVolume 28 • Number 3 (2011)
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lands National Park agreed to open a backcountry route that traversed a desert riparian area
to motorized travel, risking both pollution and erosion.21 These court rulings not only put
the Management Policies interpretation of the organic mandate on firm footing, but they
should make it difficult—if not impossible—for a future administration to downplay resource
protection in favor of recreation or another purpose.
An evolving national park idea

Change is endemic in any society and its institutions, and that holds true for the national
parks. Just as the world around the national parks has changed, our view of the national park
idea has changed, reflecting new knowledge about the natural world, the nation’s history, and
the role of parks in contemporary society. Among the ideas that we have long associated with
the national parks are these: That they represent a wilderness area, a tourist destination, an
outdoor playground, a “cash cow” for local communities, nature’s laboratory, and a wildlife
reserve. Each captures an important dimension of the national park’s role over time, but
none of these ideas presents an entirely satisfactory picture of what a national park is in
today’s changing world or what it should aspire to be for tomorrow.22 Indeed, new ideas
about the parks are emerging with the potential to reshape our understanding of the national park idea as well as the national park system. What are these new ideas? And do they fit
within the century-old Organic Act?
One compelling new idea about the national parks views these protected areas as the
vital cores of much larger ecosystems. This idea reflects the fact, long evident to scientists
and other knowledgeable observers, that the national parks are and always have been connected—economically, politically, and ecologically—to the larger landscape that surrounds
them.23 Although we have long characterized the parks as islands, this was never really true
and never will be. The gateway communities have historically had economic connections
with the parks; concessioners and other industries—hospitality companies, snowmobile
manufacturers, off-road-vehicle businesses, and others—have long sought to shape park
policies; the seasonal habitat needs and migration patterns of park wildlife regularly extend
beyond park boundaries; distant pollution sources have a profound impact on air quality
and visibility in the Grand Canyon, Great Smoky Mountains, and elsewhere; and a warming
atmosphere portends game-changing effects on the natural world globally. Simply put, the
national parks are both “anchor tenants” and “ecological cornerstones” in the larger landscape.
In today’s world, recognizing this new ecological cornerstone role for the national parks
is essential to fulfilling the Organic Act’s fundamental conservation obligations and reflects
the increasingly important role science is playing in national park policy. Scientists agree that
our current nature reserves are too small to ensure the genetic viability and long-term survival of many species, particularly in the face of unrelenting development pressures and
warming temperatures.24 Industrial activities and subdivision development fragments the
landscape and thus isolates species, while climate-related temperature increases will force
species to relocate as ecosystems are altered and their habitats change. These realities have
prompted scientists, conservationists, and others to endorse ecosystem-based management
to address the problem, with the national parks viewed as the core protected areas in land244
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scape-scale planning efforts. And the Park Service, in its Management Policies, has acknowledged this reality, recognizing that successful wildlife management inevitably entails transcending park boundaries, which means “park units must be managed in the context of their
larger ecosystem.”25
This new ecological cornerstone role has several implications for park management. It
means giving science a prominent role in resource management decisions, putting biodiversity and resource conservation before public use or corporate profits, engaging with neighbors in creative new relationships that are designed to protect park resources from adverse
external impacts, identifying and establishing new connective corridors across the landscape, and working strategically with allies (conservation groups, scientists, and others) to
bring this new vision of the national parks to fruition. For issues involving adjacent public
lands, it entails working with the Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management to
coordinate planning efforts, including new migratory corridor and dispersal route designations, and participating with them in project-level decisions in order to safeguard park
resources from external impairment. For issues involving adjacent private lands, it means
strategically engaging in local zoning and land use planning processes, providing technical
and financial assistance, and promoting strategic conservation easement purchases, while
carefully gauging the most effective way to engage as a sometimes unwelcome federal neighbor.26
Another emerging idea conceives the national parks assuming a more prominent role in
public education, both in terms of nature conservation and historical literacy. The National
Park System Advisory Board, in its Rethinking National Parks for the Next Century report,
put it this way: the “Park Service should be viewed as … an [educational] institution,” and
“education should become a primary mission of the National Park Service.”27 The recent
Second Century Commission Report carries the idea even further, calling on Congress to
“affirm in legislation that education is central to the success of the National Park Service mission.”28 The Park Service has not only long maintained a highly regarded interpretation program at individual parks, but the national parks have long been associated with a nature conservation ethic. Establishment of the national parks is generally viewed as the nation’s initial
and preeminent commitment to nature conservation; it not only helped forge a unique
American identity linked to nature conservation,29 but the national park idea has been
exported around the world. Although Park Service nature management policies have vacillated over the years, the public plainly views the national parks as enclaves of nature conservation. To maintain and promote this conservation ethic and tradition (as well as greater historical literacy about the nation’s origins, development, and values), the Park Service should
be engaging in public education to a much greater degree than is true presently. It is, after all,
the only federal land management agency deeply engaged in public education, and thus
uniquely positioned to impart environmental knowledge and related conservation values to
the general public.
Public education about nature conservation is more important than ever in this age of
potentially catastrophic climate change and in a time of growing urbanization when “nature
deficit disorder” has infected the nation’s youth.30 It is also important given the role that the
general public now plays in resource management planning and decision-making under the
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National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and other laws. An ecologically informed public
is more likely to understand and endorse management policies that protect park resources,
even when that involves constraining activities outside park boundaries. In short, the Park
Service must assume a greater public education role, both inside and outside the parks, to
explain the challenges of conservation in an interconnected and warming world, and to connect our citizenry with nature and its role in our everyday lives.
Meeting tomorrow’s conservation challenges

The national parks confront an array of vexing conservation challenges, and others lie ahead.
With change endemic within and around the park system, policies that made sense in the
past may not work tomorrow as new pressures are brought to bear on the parks and new
knowledge alters our conservation strategies. We no longer need to universally promote park
visitation in this era of industrial tourism,31 and we now recognize that uncontrolled recreational activities can visit adverse environmental impacts on the parks, while new forms of
recreation can also cause serious damage and impinge on the visitor experience. And we now
understand that ecosystems transcend linear park boundaries, and resource management
policies must accommodate sometimes unpredictable ecological changes. With the threat of
climate change looming over the world, profound demographic shifts altering the complexion of the nation’s populace, the emergence of nature deficit disorder among the nation’s
children, and ongoing development pressures outside the parks, it is clear that new
approaches to conservation are necessary—ones that will call for changes in how the Park
Service addresses and handles its basic resource management responsibilities. Can the Organic Act meet these challenges?
The arguments for rewriting the Organic Act are evident. With its concise, almost
quaint, statement of purpose and imprecise planning provisions, the Organic Act reads more
like a century-old law than a modern resource management statute. It speaks of wildlife,
scenery, and natural objects, not biodiversity or ecosystems; it makes no reference to the kind
of public participation that has been enshrined in NEPA and other environmental laws; and
it lacks rigorous, detailed planning standards or procedures. While Congress has amended
the law, it has neither altered the Organic Act mission statement nor otherwise significantly
changed the basic law, but rather only reconfirmed the act’s purpose statement and clarified
the agency’s responsibilities. In contrast, Congress has given each of the other major federal
land management agencies what amount to new organic laws: the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act for the Bureau of Land Management; the National Wildlife Refuge System
Administration Act and the National Wildlife Refuge System Improvement Act of 1997 for
the US Fish and Wildlife Service; and the National Forest Management Act for the Forest
Service.32 In each case, these new laws detail extensive new management responsibilities and
procedures, employing the language of biodiversity, NEPA-based environmental analysis,
public participation, and integrated planning. On several occasions, moreover, we have
altered the nation’s most hallowed document—the US Constitution—to incorporate new
ideas that reflect our evolving social and political values. Why not the Organic Act?
Notwithstanding these arguments, the case for retaining the Organic Act and its concise
yet inspirational mission statement is compelling. First, when faced with changing condi246
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tions or crises in the past, Congress has responded with appropriate and measured Organic
Act amendments rather than rewriting the law. Prime examples are the Redwood Amendment, the concession reform legislation, and the new science mandate. In the case of the
Redwood Amendment, Congress responded to emerging external threats facing the parks by
reaffirming the Organic Act and instructing the Park Service to protect national park values
and purposes, unless specifically directed otherwise by Congress. And Congress has not
hesitated to apply new laws, such as the Endangered Species Act, NEPA, and the Wild and
Scenic Rivers Act, to the national parks, which has helped park managers to protect sensitive
resources and address new environmental concerns. Moreover, when specific systemic problems have arisen, such as air overflights or mining in the parks, Congress has addressed these
matters in targeted laws that did not infringe on the Organic Act itself.
Second, the Organic Act has proven flexible and adaptable, enabling the Park Service to
identify and implement new policies to address changed conditions, enhanced knowledge,
and new values. Without any change in the law, the Park Service has successfully devised and
implemented new resource management policies that track evolving scientific knowledge
and related conservation strategies. In the aftermath of the Leopold Report, the agency basically reversed course in its approach to wildlife management and resource conservation without any change in the Organic Act. Faced with pending climate change impacts, the agency
is now in the process of identifying new conservation policies to address this threat.33 These
policies could involve more intrusive management and broader-scale planning efforts to promote ecological resilience, changes that may be necessary for the agency to meet the nonimpairment standard when confronting significant ecological shifts.34 So long as the policy
revisions are adequately explained and linked to the Organic Act’s mission statement, these
changes would reinforce the statute’s flexibility in the face of new knowledge and changing
conditions.
Third, the Organic Act mandate has been interpreted and applied to provide important
legal protection for park resources, both from pressures outside and inside the parks. Indeed, the act’s non-impairment standard is the strongest found in contemporary public land
law; the same standard appears in the Wilderness Act as well as several other preservationoriented laws. When the National Rifle Association sought to hunt in the parks, the courts
read the Organic Act’s conservation mandate to prohibit hunting. When Redwood National
Park was besieged by upstream logging outside the park that threatened its iconic namesake
trees, park supporters successfully invoked the Organic Act in a lawsuit that forced the
agency to take action to curtail the logging.35 And when park officials agreed to allow motorized access along a desert riparian area in Canyonlands, a court blocked the plan on the
grounds that it violated the Organic Act’s mandate against impairing park resources.36
Although the act has not protected the parks from these types of pressures in every instance,
there may be no law that can ensure ironclad protection from the powerful political and economic pressures that industrial development or recreation advocates can deploy.
Fourth, a substantial body of judicial precedent has accumulated that acknowledges
resource conservation as the Park Service’s first management priority. As noted above, the
courts have consistently ruled that resource conservation takes priority over visitor preferences and commercial interests, and have accorded the Park Service a great deal of discreVolume 28 • Number 3 (2011)
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tionary authority that it can invoke to protect park resources. These court decisions strengthen the hand of park officials when confronting resource conservation challenges and should
embolden park managers to prioritize resource protection over other competing concerns.37
And these rulings present a major obstacle to anyone seeking to rewrite the agency’s management responsibilities, a lesson that the Bush administration learned in 2006 when it
sought to revise the Management Policies document. Just the mere fact of these precedents
should help to deter any effort to overcome, reverse, or downplay the Park Service’s strong
preservationist instincts.
Fifth, any call to amend or rewrite the Organic Act would invite congressional mischief
and could open a Pandora’s box. Once Congress starts down the legislative trail, the sausagemaking begins, and no one can predict with certainty how the process will end. Although
change proponents may have a clear vision of how they would like a new organic act to read,
there is no assurance that their preferred version would emerge, given the compromises that
inevitably figure into the political process and the trade-offs that might be necessary, perhaps
for matters unrelated to the national parks. If there is a demonstrated need to adjust the Organic Act, then the task would be better accomplished by targeted amendments rather than
rewriting the entire law—the approach that has been followed in the past to address specific
problems.
In fact, rather than tampering with the Organic Act’s classic mission statement or other
key provisions, the new challenges confronting the national parks can be addressed, as in the
past, through carefully conceived amendments and policy adjustments. The Organic Act’s
conservation imperative, as we have seen, has proven quite adaptable over the years, enabling
the agency to shift from façade management to a new non-interventionist natural regulation
policy rooted in science rather than scenery. The act—either through its “promotion” or
“enjoyment” language—has also allowed the Park Service to develop a popular interpretation program, which should set the stage for a more ambitious agency foray into public education, including programs designed to improve ecological literacy, promote a conservation
ethic, and address the nature deficit disorder problem. The Redwood Amendment, as interpreted by the Department of the Interior solicitor’s office and the agency’s own Management
Policies, holds the Park Service responsible for protecting park resources from external
forces that could impair them,38 effectively legitimizing the agency’s involvement in matters
beyond the boundary as well as the concept of ecosystem management, with the parks constituting the vital core in regional initiatives. And the Park Service, drawing upon the Organic Act’s rather general planning provisions, has incorporated quite detailed contemporary
planning standards and requirements into its Management Policies, including public participation, NEPA analysis, inventory, monitoring, collaboration, and biological diversity provisions.39 In short, the gloss that has accumulated on the Organic Act should be sufficient to
enable the Park Service to promulgate new policies and strategies needed to address climate
change, landscape-scale planning, nature deficit disorder, and a more expansive public education effort.
One policy merits special mention in the face of these daunting new challenges: the
“national significance” standard that governs the Park Service in its assessment of potential
new parks. The ecological impacts that climate change portends will likely put extensive new
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pressures on the parks, particularly on sensitive wildlife populations struggling to adapt to
fundamental changes in habitat conditions. One widely proposed adaptive response to this
scenario is the need for new, expanded, or reconfigured nature reserves—a potentially significant new role for the national parks.40 Besides focusing on conventional park system additions, this new role could include adding to the system damaged lands with restorable habitat or designating new connective corridors to facilitate movement by displaced species.
Under the Management Policies definition of “national significance,” however, the agency
may not have the authority to recommend these types of lands for a new or expanded park.41
But Congress has regularly discounted the “national significance” criteria in its own designation of new parks, as reflected historically in the Shenandoah, Great Smoky Mountains,
Redwood, and other designations that included degraded lands—a fact that virtually invites
the Park Service to redefine ”national significance” in its Management Policies to add the
restoration concept.42 In addition, faced with mounting urbanization, an increasingly diverse
population, and nature deficit disorder problems, the need for new urban-based parks attractive to minority citizens and others is evident, and such units should also be considered for
addition to the system. These definitional changes could be accomplished administratively
by reinterpreting the “national significance” language in the Management Policies, obviating
the need for a congressional amendment to the Organic Act. In short, this represents another instance where the existing language in the Organic Act is arguably broad enough to
accommodate potential park system expansion policy revisions that are designed to address
changes that are afoot.
Another aspect of the Organic Act that has come under scrutiny and prompted calls for
reform involves the Park Service’s institutional structure, which regularly enshrouds the
agency in politics. Director George Hartzog put it this way: “[T]he position of the director
… is the command post on the fireline where politics meets parks. From the birth of the park
service in 1916 to the present day, the director’s job has been political.”43 In response to
instances of political intermeddling in agency affairs, proposals calling for an independent
Park Service have surfaced regularly. Some have advocated creating a new independent
agency along the lines of the Smithsonian or National Archives, in order to reduce the level
of political interference in the agency. Others have called for the director, as a presidential
appointee, to serve for a specified term of office, perhaps five years, to provide greater independence by safeguarding her from dismissal if she were to run afoul of the presiding administration.44 The argument, simply put, is that independent status would allow the Park Service Director and other officials a greater degree of freedom to advocate for the national
parks.
While not without considerable merit, these independence proposals also raise serious
questions, including what effect independence would have on the agency’s influence and
budget. If the Park Service were moved outside the Interior Department, it might lose some
of its ability to influence the other Interior-based agencies and departmental conservation
policy more generally. Without direct secretarial support, it would certainly be in a weaker
position when seeking to coordinate resource management decisions with Interior and nonInterior agencies. And the agency would no longer have the department as a buffer against
inevitable congressional pressures. Moreover, unless Congress were prepared to provide an
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independent Park Service with a guaranteed revenue stream—a highly unlikely prospect—
the agency could find itself in a weakened rather than strengthened position in the annual
budget battles. Instead of expending the precious political capital that would be required to
gain independent status, the agency and its supporters might be better advised to focus their
reform efforts on expanding, strengthening, and better funding the system, recognizing that
public land policy, whether in the case of the national parks or the other federal lands, is
inherently political in nature.
Conclusion

For all of its quaintness and distinctly un-modern provisions, the Organic Act has served the
national parks well for nearly a century. The act’s concise and clear-cut mission statement
has plainly put conservation in a priority position, strengthening the agency’s hand when
framing resource management policies and dealing with others. As new problems have surfaced over the years, Congress has addressed them without tinkering with the Organic Act’s
core mission statement or other key statutory provisions. Although the Park Service and the
national parks face daunting conservation and other challenges in the years ahead, including
the specter of massive ecological dislocation linked to climate change, the Organic Act has
proven flexible enough to respond to similar past challenges. Rather than alter the fundamental national park system charter, attention should be on the agency itself to use its powerful conservation mandate and related authority to craft innovative new resource management and public education policies for the next century. If statutory changes or additions are
needed, they can and should be accomplished by targeted amendments, not by wholesale
revisions. In its evolved form, the Organic Act provides a clear, time-tested, and inspirational
anchor for shaping the new policies and programs that will be required to meet the needs of
future generations.
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